Make the leap:
transition your
development
team to Agile
A DIY guide with expert insights
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Who are you?
We are here to help you transition your
development team to Agile methods,
regardless of where you are on that journey.

NEWBIE

WIP

We haven't started but
we're convinced we need
to make the change.

We've started but we're
struggling to complete the
transition.
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Agile Basics
Part 1
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The Manifesto
From the Founders of Agile
Source: agilemanifesto.org

Transition to Agile

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by
doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we
have come to value:
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we
value the items on the left more.
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The Problem

The Solution

Waterfall assumes all else is

Agile embraces change.

equal.

Traditional methods of development, or Waterfall
development, worked really well when change didn't
happen as fast as it does today.

Agile development allows you to gather requirements for
one feature, develop, test and release it quickly so you
get business value quicker and the solution meets the
need of the moment.

Waterfall methods say you should collect all business
requirements first, then develop based on those specs. It
assumes that requirements you defined 6 months ago are
still valid today and that just isn't the case anymore.

Transition to Agile

As you develop feature by feature you can iterate on your
improvements so you are always making things better.
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Ceremonies
Achieve continuous improvement
with fewer meetings.

PLAN

Plan the sprint during the week prior to the start of the sprint.

BUILD

Build the sprint the day before the sprint begins.

EXECUTE

Execute the commitment you built.

REVIEW

Figure out what went well and how you can improve next sprint.

Agile Ceremonies are the meetings the Agile team uses to
operate and work. Here we’ve laid out the minimum
ceremonies for a new Agile team and a sample schedule
based on a 2 week sprint cycle. These are not all the
ceremonies, just the ones you should start with.

PLAN

Sprint Planning: where high priority tasks are estimated.

BUILD

EXECUTE

Sprint Review: where the Agile team comes together to talk
about the previous sprint. Specifically, they offer activities to
start doing, stop doing and continue doing.

EXECUTE
REVIEW

Transition to Agile
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The Agile Team

Need to hire a PO? Check
out our downloadable
tool "Hire a Product
Owner"

The Agile team is made up of these key roles:

Product Owner

Scrum Master

Team Members

The owner of the Product’s vision,
inner workings and backlog of work.

The arbiter of process, kind of like a
project manager.

Developers, QA, UI/UX, the people
who actually get the work done.

On smaller teams, or where there are only 2 or 3 Products to manage, you may be able to get away without having a Scrum Master. In these situations,
the Product Owner would take on the role of maintaining the process and moving work through the Development Lifecycle.
A Product Owner should not have more than 3 Products to manage. The number of Product Owners you have is related to the number of Team Members
you have and the velocity with which you want to execute work. Product Ownership is critical to building solid requirements for Team Members to work
with so if you want that work to happen quickly, or there are a lot of Team Members to keep busy, you’ll need more Product Owners.
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Training
Don't go in blind. Agile
training is widely available
and relatively inexpensive.

Transition to Agile

We recommend providing basic agile training to your entire team,
including developers, QA developers, BAs, POs, DBAs and Managers.
Every member of the team needs to understand the basic Agile
principles to successfully transition to this methodology.
There are many Agile training opportunities available, we recommend
(and are not affiliated with):
www.scrumalliance.org
www.berteig.com
Each team member should take different training depending on their
role and experience level. The Product Owner should be the most
deeply trained and experienced in Agile. We’ll explain this role in more
detail but when you’re planning training, prioritize the Product Owner
as they will be critical in rallying the entire team around the new
processes.
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Build Agile
Foundations
Part 2

Transition to Agile
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Define your Products
A Product in Agile is not always something you sell. It’s a
technical entity that has a body of work around it. For example,
the system your company uses for processing orders is a
Product, one that you need to enhance, maintain and integrate.
This work requires development effort and is therefore a Product.
Products may be internal or customer-facing. An internal Product
is that order processing system we just talked about. An external
Product might be something like your website or client portal.
Products can be services you sell, especially if you’re a
technology company. Defining your products is a really critical
part of setting up your Backlog Management System and
organizing the backlogs.

Transition to Agile
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Product List
.

This list drives everything so make sure you give it thought Changes later are

.

possible but hard

Your Product List may look something like this:
1. Website
2. CRM
3. Order Processing System
4. Billing
5. Marketing Tools
6. Reporting
7. Inventory Management
8. Utility/Maintenance

Transition to Agile

The Product List becomes the structure of how all the work you have to do is organized.
Each task you have will fit into one of these products. The Utility/Maintenance Product
represents the work required to maintain systems in general.
We know that Products are not Projects. Products represent a broad body of work and
Projects fall under Products. Because things are always a little more complicated than we
expect, some Projects can apply to multiple Products. For example, if you are doing an
eCommerce Project it would fall under the Website, Order Processing and Billing Products.

EGI Inc.
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The system you use to
organize development work is
less important than the
structure you build within it

.
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We’ve used many different systems and seen our clients use even more.
We like (and again, are not affiliated to):
Jira Cloud (atlassian.com/software/jira) + Confluence
(atlassian.com/software/confluence)
Asana (asana.com/uses/agile-management)
ClickUp (clickup.com/teams/agile)

Regardless of what you choose, make sure it meets your requirements, like:
You can build an intake process into it (or integrate an existing intake
system with it)
You can group work into different backlogs based on your organization's
suite of Products (or systems you support)
There are enough levels of information hierarchy to support Products,
Features, Epics, User Stories and Tasks (5 layers)
You can build some automation into your workflows
It has some reporting capabilities to increase transparency
Most industry-standard platforms will easily meet these criteria. The key is
defining what your team and organization needs to be successful and choosing
a platform that meets those needs and is within budget.

Transition to Agile
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PRO TIP:
Don't let your
analyzing be
paralyzing
ch

o

,

Transition to Agile
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We help our clients make system decisions in a few different
scenarios:
They don't have time to do the proper business analysis
activities
They have done an analysis but can't decide between their
short list
They don't know what they should be looking for
We can help you go through the exercise of figuring out what
system will meet most of your needs and how to deal with the
ones it won't meet.
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We can help you choose

.
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STEP

Organize your
Backlog

1: CONFIGURE

Configure your Backlog Management System
based on how many hierarchy levels you need.

STEP

2: ADD PRODUCTS

Add your Product List to your Backlog
Management System.

Steps and Action Items

STEP

3: FILL IT UP

Organize existing work into each Product.

Transition to Agile
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The top-level hierarchy
element that will hold all
the projects and tasks
within a Product.

Backlog

Step 1:
Configure

Project

The second-level hierarchy
element that will hold a
collection of tasks.

Define your information
hierarchy based on

.

Products and Task Types

Task

The names of the elements in your backlog will
differ based on the Backlog Management System
you chose.
Regardless of what they are called, you'll need to
build these elements to configure the hierarchy of
your system.

Transition to Agile

The third-level hierarchy element
that will hold user stories, ATC
and documentation.

Subtask

EGI Inc.

An optional fourth-level
hierarchy element that can be
nested under a specific task.
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Step 1:
Configure
Create categories to store
Projects and Tasks within a

.

Backlog

Build these categories into the Backlog template.
Projects and tasks will live in these buckets of
work that describe the phase they are currently in.

Backlog

New Requests

These are tasks from your Intake process that haven’t yet been
triaged.

,
These tasks have been approved for work and are ready for the
Product Owner to define requirements around.
Approved Ready for Requirements

In Requirements

These tasks are actively being worked on by the Product Owner.
Ready for Work

These tasks have full, validated requirements, Acceptance Test
Criteria and test cases and are ready for a developer or designer to
work on. This is your groomed, validated backlog.
In Sprint

These tasks are actively being worked on within the current sprint.
Complete

If your Development Lifecycle needs to adjust
these or add additional buckets, go for it!

Transition to Agile

These tasks are done, there is no more work left to do by any Team
Member.

EGI Inc.
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New: this task is brand new and no one has looked at it yet
Pending: this task has been viewed and is pending approval
Not Doing: the task will not be worked on at all, a nice way of saying rejected

Step 1:
Configure

,
Not Started: this task is approved (because it’s in the Approved group) but work has not
yet been started

Approved Ready for Requirements

In Requirements

Create Task Statuses and

.

apply them to each category

Within each category, you’ll need to apply specific statuses
to each task to indicate what’s going on with them. Here
are the basic statuses needed within each category.

Not Started: this task is ready for requirements (because it’s in the In Requirements
group) but work has not yet been started
In Progress: this task is actively being worked on, and since it is in the In Requirements
group the work is active requirements gathering
Ready for Work

Not Started: this task is ready for work by the Agile team
In Sprint

Not Started: this task is ready to be worked on and is scheduled to be completed in the
current sprint
In Progress: this task is actively being worked on by the Agile teamIn Testing = this task is
ready to be tested
Ready to Promote: this task has passed testing and is ready to be promoted into
production
Complete

Complete: this task is complete, there is no more work to be done
Transition to Agile
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Step 1:
Configure
(

Priority: Low,
Normal, High, Critical

)

Build your Task and Subtask

Pithy Tag: a succinct description of
the task (3-4 words) so you can
identify the task without digging into
the details

Assigned: the
member of the Agile
team the task is
currently assigned to

Requester: who requested the task
(either a person or department)

element to capture all relevant

.

information

Estimated Size: the
estimated size of the
development effort
to complete the task

You've built out the structure and the statuses. Now we
need to think about the pieces of data relevant to each
task, in every group, regardless of status.

Actual Size: the amount of
effort the task actually ended
up being after development
work is complete

When we have physical Scrum Boards with sticky notes
they are formatted in this way. This information is
replicated within the Backlog Management System.

Transition to Agile
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Step 1:
Configure
Add a place to put
development information to

(

)

each Task or Subtask in the

User Story: As a ____, I want _____, so that I can ______.
Business Requirements: details about the business process flow, user
journeys, use cases, goals and expected outcomes
Functional Requirements: details about how the feature should function,
like state changes based on user behaviour
Technical Specifications: details about the technical solution, like what
tables to consider and how to technically build the solution

Backlog Management System

Within each task, you’ll need the following information. This
work is completed by your Product Owner, UI/UX Designer
(when appropriate), QA Developer and Lead Developer.

Transition to Agile

Acceptance Test Criteria: the test cases that should be applied to the
function and the expected results of those tests. QA should add testing
documentation here.

EGI Inc.
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Step 2: Add Products

15

.

Build a Backlog for each of your defined Products

Website

Backlog

New Requests

These are tasks from your Intake process that haven’t yet been
triaged.

,
These tasks have been approved for work and are ready for the
Product Owner to define requirements around.
Approved Ready for Requirements

New Requests

,

Approved Ready for Requirements

?

Remember this

Make a Backlog for each
Product on your Product List.

CRM

New Requests
In Requirements

,

Approved Ready for Requirements
Ready for Work

In Requirements

In Sprint

In Requirements

These tasks are actively being worked on by the Product Owner.
CompleteReady for Work

Ready for Work

These tasks have full, validated requirements, Acceptance Test
Criteria and test cases and are ready for a developer or designer to
work on. This is your groomed, validated backlog.

In Sprint

In Sprint

Complete

These tasks are actively being worked on within the current sprint.
Complete

These tasks are done, there is no more work left to do by any Team
Member.

Transition to Agile
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Step 3:
Fill it up
Unless you’re a brand
new company with
no ongoing work it’s
likely you’ll have an
existing backlog you
need to fit into your

There are a couple of ways to do this and the choice depends on how many items you have in the
backlog currently and how long they’ve been there.
If you have many many items in your backlog and they’ve been there for more than 6 months:
Consider declaring backlog bankruptcy and simply archiving the backlog and starting fresh
Because the tasks are so old they will all need to be assessed for relevance
Business users can resubmit their most pressing requests in the new Intake system
This will save you a lot of time going through and validating your current backlog
The drawback is that you risk losing some information and the business may be annoyed
If your backlog is reasonably small and you don’t have antique tasks in there:
Go through each task and make sure it is still relevant
Archive ones that are not and place ones that are in the right group within your new structure
Don’t forget to apply the correct status and bring over as much data as you can about the tasks
Fill in the gaps on missing information that is needed in the new structure

new structure.

Transition to Agile
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Agile-Adjacent
Processes
Part 3

Transition to Agile
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These processes sit
outside Agile
methods but
directly impact Agile
effectiveness. Set
them up before the
transition.

Intake
Process
CONTROL THE FLOW OF
REQUESTS INTO THE
DEVELOPMENT TEAM

The intake of work can quickly erase
any progress you’ve made in your
transition to Agile.

Development
Lifecycle
DEFINE HOW WORK
FLOWS THROUGH THE
TEAM

The Development Lifecycle defines how
work flows from your Intake process
through the development team and to
completion.

24

Intake Process

Your intake process should :

Be simple enough that an end-user doesn’t need to know the
technical details about their request
Be complex enough that the request itself ends up in the
right place within your Backlog Management System
Provide visibility into existing requests
Keep information about individual requests in one place
that is clear, well-organized and easy to find

In the Agile world, the Product Owner ends up being the
bottleneck for incoming work.
In larger organizations you may have a Dev Ops team
member or group, or Product Managers that provide a
buffer between business units and the technology teams.
In small and mid-sized organizations this responsibility
usually falls on the Product Owner and they see every
single request submission.

You’ll need a workflow diagram to define what your intake flow
should look like. It should hit the points above and be built in a
system that gives you some automation control over what
happens with specific types of requests.

Without governance both within the development team
and outside it, the intake process will become unruly and
impossible to manage, meaning work gets lost and
deadlines get missed.

Transition to Agile
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You’ll build this workflow into your Backlog Management System (or
whatever system you currently have). As you roll this system out you’ll
need to do a couple of things to get the business on-board:

Think outside IT

Introduce them to the new system and show them how to submit
requests
Explain that requests made outside this system aren’t guaranteed
to get to where they need to go, so even though we all love email,
calls, texts or instant messages (or walk-ups, from times gone by)
the best way they can get their request looked at is to submit it
through the new system.
Make sure they understand how they can autonomously get
updates on their request, add more information to it or check on
its status.
Provide a dashboard-level view into their requests so they can
check them out anytime.

Work with key members of the
business to make sure the new
system is a good experience for
them . After all , they will be using it
more than you and if they don ’ t use
it properly , you ’ ll all suffer .

Now that you’ve taken in work, defined and organized it, you need to do something with it. The next phase in this process is to
build a Development Request Lifecycle. This helps your team understand how a request flows through the development team, who
works on it and when, what their role is, and what to do with the request to keep it moving forward to completion.

Transition to Agile
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Development
Lifecycle
The Agile Development
Lifecycle works for any
type of task .

The processes around the Lifecycle may differ
depending on the type of request, for example, if the
work is going to create a change in the business
process for a whole group of people there needs to be
training and follow-up on that during development.

Transition to Agile
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Lifecycle =
Backlog Management
It ’ s super important that the Development
Lifecycle is reflected in how you manage
your backlog .

If you’re instructing your Agile team to put work through a process it needs to be
reflected in the Backlog Management System and structure of your backlog so your team
knows what to do with the tasks in the system as they are worked on. The process flow
we’re giving you is aligned with what we’ve recommended above. Just note if you adjust
there, you need to adjust here.

Transition to Agile
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Agile Processes
Part 4

Transition to Agile
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Estimating
Effort
LEARN THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TIME AND
EFFORT .

Transition to Agile

Sprint
Planning

Sprint
Building

ESTIMATE HOW MUCH

PACK AS MANY TASKS

EFFORT IT WILL TAKE TO

INTO THE SPRINT AS YOU

COMPLETE A TASK AND

CAN BASED ON EFFORT

DEFINE TEAM CAPACITY .

AND CAPACITY .

EGI Inc.
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Estimating
Effort
When we talk about
estimating in Agile we don ’ t
talk about hours and minutes ,

T-Shirt Sizing is the most basic form of Agile effort estimation.
Try it first - it is great for newly Agile teams.

Extra Small: less than 1 days worth of effort
Small: about 1 days worth of effort
Medium: about 2 - 3 days worth of effort
Large: about 4 - 5 days worth of effort

we talk about effort .

If a task is larger than an L it needs to be broken out into smaller,
more manageable tasks that can be estimated individually.

As your team gets comfortable with estimating this will
feel more natural, but it’s an important distinction to draw
at the beginning. In theory, it shouldn’t matter how much
time it takes a developer to finish the code on a task, the
more important variable is how much effort it takes them.

There are different methods of estimating that we don’t love for
newly Agile teams, but if you’re curious you can check out Planning
Poker, Dot Voting, the Bucket System, Large/Uncertain/Small,
Affinity Mapping and Ordering Method.

Transition to Agile
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Sprint
Planning
This is a meeting where
high - priority tasks that
are Ready for Work
are estimated by the
Agile team .

Transition to Agile

In this meeting you should have:
The Product Owner (they prep for
and run the meeting)
Developers (they deliver their own
individual effort estimates)
QA Developers and UI/UX Designers
(they are there so they know what is
coming up in the next sprint and can
prepare accordingly)
The Scrum Master (this is optional,
sometimes the Scrum Master
attends to support the process but
they don’t contribute to the meeting)

EGI Inc.

During this meeting, the Product Owner talks with the
developers about the tasks and their requirements.
As a team, the developers agree on what the estimate for
that task is and the Product Owner records that estimate
in the system.
There can be disagreement among developers about what
the estimate should be. In this case, developers with
opposing views should make their case as to why they
think the estimate should be as they believe, sharing
information that other developers may not be aware of.
This collaborative conversation must end in consensus
and a final estimate is agreed upon by all developers.
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Sprint
Building

Transition to Agile

There are a few different ways to plan the sprint
but the basic principles are prioritization , capacity
and sprint length .

PRIORITIZATION

CAPACITY

SPRINT LENGTH

This exercise identifies the
most important tasks the
technology team should be
working on. Ideally, the
business provides you with
this prioritization, or at least
an indication of what the
most important items should
be. The idea is that only the
highest priority items make it
into the sprint plan.

The number of high priority items you can
bring into the sprint depends on your
team’s capacity. To start, give every
developer 1 capacity point per day of the
sprint. Capacity is only assigned to
development effort because that’s how the
estimate is calculated. Other supporting
team members, such as the QA Developer
and UI/UX Designer do not get capacity
points assigned to them as their roles
support the core function of development.

You may hear Agile practitioners express
their thoughts on how long a sprint should
be. We’ve worked with sprints as short as 1
week and as long as 3 weeks. 1 week is too
short because as soon as you establish a
sprint plan you have to start building the
next one. 3 weeks is too long because so
much can happen in 3 weeks that priority
items can quickly get deprioritized. It’s for
these and other less exciting reasons that we
suggest 2 week sprints.

EGI Inc.
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Sprint
Capacity

Your sprint capacity is the number of developers
you have x their capacity x the number of days in
the sprint .

Now sometimes developers need a day off. You need to know
this before you plan the sprint so you can adjust the capacity
calculation. Let’s pretend in our team of 6 developers there is
one developer who is taking 2 days off during the sprint.

For example, you have a team of 6 developers whom all have 1
capacity point assigned to them. Your sprint is 10 business
days because you’re an Agile ninja and know it’s the best.
Your capacity calculation looks like this:
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Schedule
Work
Build the sprint with estimated tasks , enough to fill
capacity .

You’ve got a nicely validated backlog of tasks that are Ready for Work.
You’ve gone through the process of estimating them so you know how much effort each of those tasks
needs and you’ve prioritized them so you know which are most important to work on first.
Load up the sprint with enough items to max out your capacity calculation. So if you have 60 capacity
points, you fill the sprint with high-priority tasks that add up to 60 effort points.
You may need to shuffle things around a little bit as you build the sprint because things won’t
sometimes math is unforgiving. It’s ok to have a little bit of excess capacity, but if you are
overcommitting the team you need to make sure they are ok with that first.

Transition to Agile
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After you’ve figured out what
tasks will be included in the
upcoming sprint, move them into
the In Sprint group in your
Backlog Management System and
put them in priority order so the
team knows what to pick up first.
This is your sprint commitment
and as a team, you’ve
committed to completing the
work no matter what.
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Assign
Work
In true Agile methods ,

In real life , true self - selection

developers are free

can be tough because different

to choose what tasks

developers have different skills

they work on .

and not all developers can work
on all tasks with the same

Developers can select and assign tasks to
themselves from anything in the In Sprint
group. The rule of thumb is that no
developer has more than 2 tasks In Progress
at one time. Any more than that and
progress on all tasks starts to slow.

Transition to Agile

efficacy .

If this is the case, the Product Owner should work with the team
to assign the tasks in the sprint. The key in this scenario is to
make sure the tasks don’t exceed any one developer’s capacity.

EGI Inc.
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Process Change
Communication
Part 5

Transition to Agile
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Communication Timeline
The Founders of Agile love transparency and communication , and so do we !

This is a big change and to make its chances of success better you need to communicate well and often. Here are some key milestones, messages and
audiences you’ll want to consider:

'

WE RE GOING AGILE

!

NEW INTAKE

NEW DEV PROCESS

PROCESS

A general communication to
announce the transition to
Agile.

Transition to Agile

Information about changes to
Intake for those who submit
requests to the development
team.

1, 2 AND 4 WEEKS
POST CHANGE

Introduce the development
team to the Backlog
Management System and
Development Lifecycle.

EGI Inc.

A survey to those impacted
by change to gather feedback
and demonstrate
collaboration.
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Template: We're Going Agile!
Use this as a starting point for your own communication.

WHAT TO SAY

WHO TO SAY IT TO

The organization has decided to embrace the Agile
methodology. This means more transparency into our
technology team and faster turnaround on your important
requests.

Everyone!

GOAL OF THE COMMUNICATION

We’ll need your help during this transition. Be patient with
us, embrace some new and exciting processes and look
forward to the results of this transition.

To let the entire organization know what’s coming and how
it will improve their lives.

We welcome feedback on these changes now and as we roll
them out. In true Agile fashion we will iterate until they feel
comfortable and effective.

DOWNLOAD THE TEMPLATE

Here’s how you can offer feedback as we go on this journey
together: [instructions on how to provide feedback].
Transition to Agile
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Template: New Intake Process
Use this as a starting point for your own communication.

WHAT TO SAY

WHO TO SAY IT TO

With your help, we’ve designed a new way to submit requests to the technology
team. This is going to help us get to your requests faster and more efficiently.

Those who can submit requests to the technology team and
the development team themselves.

Here’s where you can make requests to the technology team: [link to request intake
system]
GOAL OF THE COMMUNICATION

Because we’ve built such a great system together we won’t be accepting requests
via text, email, instant message, phone call, in person or by carrier pigeon.
Thank you for your help in making this new process a success for everyone! We
welcome feedback on these changes now and as we roll them out. In true Agile
fashion, we will iterate until they feel comfortable and effective.

To let those who can submit requests know what to do so
you stop getting requests from all over the place.

DOWNLOAD THE TEMPLATE

Here’s how you can offer feedback as we go on this journey together: [instructions
on how to provide feedback].

Transition to Agile
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Template: New Dev Processes
Use this as a starting point for your own communication.

WHAT TO SAY

WHO TO SAY IT TO

We’re well on our way to becoming Agile!

Development team

Thanks to the hard work of the technology team we’ve implemented a new Backlog
Management System and loaded it up with our current backlog of work. We’ve also
created a new process for how workflows within our team.
Our goals for these changes are to make work easier to get done, clarity on who
needs to do what work and when, and transparency for our stakeholders to know
what the status of their requests are.
We welcome feedback on these changes now and as we roll them out. In true Agile
fashion, we will iterate until they feel comfortable and effective.

GOAL OF THE COMMUNICATION

To bring all members of the Agile team on the same page so
they know how to execute the processes you’ve designed
together.

DOWNLOAD THE TEMPLATE

Here’s how you can offer feedback as we go on this journey together: [instructions
on how to provide feedback].
Transition to Agile
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Template: 1, 2 and 4 weeks after
the new Intake Process rollout
Use this as a starting point for your own communication.

WHO TO SAY IT TO

WHAT TO SAY

It’s been [1, 2 or 4] weeks since we worked together to improve how you request
technology support. We want to hear from you!

Those who submit requests to the development team

Answer this quick survey to give us some feedback on what you like, what you don’t
like, and what you think we can improve.[Instructions to access survey]
GOAL OF THE COMMUNICATION

To gather feedback on the process change and ideas on
how to improve it. This data will also help you monitor the
success of the changes.

DOWNLOAD THE TEMPLATE
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Template: 1, 2 and 4 weeks after
the new Dev Process rollout
Use this as a starting point for your own communication.

WHO TO SAY IT TO

WHAT TO SAY

It’s been [1, 2 or 4] weeks since we worked together to improve how our backlogs
are managed and how we work on tasks. We want to hear from you!

Development team

Answer this quick survey to give us some feedback on what you like, what you don’t
like, and what you think we can improve.[Instructions to access survey]
GOAL OF THE COMMUNICATION

To gather feedback on the process change and ideas on
how to improve it. This data will also help you monitor the
success of the changes.

DOWNLOAD THE TEMPLATE
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Measure Success
Part 6
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Feedback
Survey
Template:
New Intake
Processes

DOWNLOAD THE TEMPLATE

Use this as a starting point for
your own survey.
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Feedback
Survey
Template:
New Dev
Processes

DOWNLOAD THE TEMPLATE

Use this as a starting point for
your own survey.
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Quantitative
Results
The most important
metric to measure as

Your Backlog Management System could track capacity and velocity, but if
you're not ready for that level of system reporting there's a simple way to
accomplish the same thing.
In a spreadsheet keep a running tally of your sprint dates down Column A.
In Column B track the team's capacity - you already know how to calculate
this number from the Sprint Building section.
Calculate velocity by counting the effort points associated with each task
completed in the sprint. Record this in Column C.
Chart it!

you ’ re completing the
transition from Waterfall
to Agile is capacity
expectations versus
velocity output .
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What to do
with the
results

It's unlikely you'll have a perfectly balanced capacity: velocity calculation at first. Most
teams have to make adjustments to their process or parts of it before achieving this utopian
balance.

If capacity is higher than

If velocity is higher than capacity:
Your developers accomplished more in the sprint than they committed to.
They may be super productive or they have over-estimated the effort needed to complete
tasks.
Review how estimates are established and have the developers explain in more detail
how they are arriving at those estimates. Be sure both junior and senior developers are
coming to a consensus.
If estimates are sound, review the capacity allocation for each developer. Perhaps 1
capacity point per day is not enough, so this can be adjusted for all or some of the team.

velocity , your devs might
not be producing as
much as they should be .

Transition to Agile

If capacity is higher than velocity:
The amount of effort your developers have to give is higher than the effort they gave,
they are underproducing.
This could be caused by productivity issues, but could also be due to under-estimating
tasks.
Check the estimated versus actual effort to see if tasks took longer than expected.
Recalculate your velocity based on actual effort.
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Amy Van de Klippe
Founder, EGI Inc., CSPO
Amy first learned Agile while working as a Business Analyst with a mid-sized
development team as they were transitioning to Agile methods. She saw the struggles of
every member of the Agile team firsthand. The team rallied around the principles and
adapted the core philosophies to meet their specific needs.
After years as a Business Analyst and Product Owner on several different teams, Amy
pulled her experience and insight into this guide and actively EGI Inc. clients transition
to Agile from whatever phase they are currently in. The process is extremely
collaborative, Amy works alongside Development Managers, Product Owners,
Developers, QA Developers, UI/UX Designers and business stakeholders to weave Agile
methods into every part of the business.
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Need More Help?
You don't have to do this alone.
EGI offers advice and dedicated
coaching to move your team to the
brand of Agile that suits you best.
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EGI Inc.

EGI

Let us help you transition to Agile.
egiinc.ca
info@egiinc.ca

Transition to Agile
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